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ABSTRACT
Jacques C.J. Nihoul, S. Djenidi and E. Deleersnijder, 1989
Mathematical visualization of the general circulation

The application of diagnostic-prognostic models to the mathematical visua
lization of the general circulation and associated (current, buoyancy, nutrient;
plankton ••• ) fields, - primarily apprehended from historicalor newly acqui
reddata -,_.is .discussed and illustrated with results of simulation with the
GHER model. .

INTRODUCTION
Although mesoscale processes - often very intense - like tides and storm

surges on the continental shelf; have an ovious effect on the marine system and
strongly affect observations, the final interpretation of data and the descrip
tion of ecological processes require a good understanding of the long term dis
placement of water masses, the cumulated deposition of sediments, the persis~

tence of upwellings and downwellings and the associated barotropic-baroclinic
instabilities. What is needed is a comprehensive synthetic pic~ure of synoptic
and macroscale processes which characterize the vertical and horizontal trans
ports and diffusions at, say, monthly or seasonal scales, what one generally
refers to as the "general circulation" of the sea.

The determination of.macroscale fields of currents, temperature, salinity,
nutrients, ••• is an experimental puzzle. No matter the scale of the marine
system under irivestigation, ships, buoys and other observation vectors such
as remote sensing planes and satellites, can only survey selected tracks
during specific periods and for ä limited number ·of state variables.

The result of such a survey, for a particular month or season, will be,
. in most cases, a .fragmentary picture of the system, not really sufficient

to form an opinion on its dynamical state and possible vulnerability to pollu
tion.

lt is cf co~rse possible to compound, for the same month or season, from
the r~cent observations and historical data, ~ disregarding differences indays
"(for a given cruise) and in years (for climatic estimates of missing informa
tions) - a more complete image of the system, grossly representing its typical
rnonthly er seasonal features.
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Although, for lack of anything better. chemists. biologists. geologists •••
have often worked directly from such an image. one must recognize that, even
in the best cases, it can be little more than a fuzzy view,of the system.

To focus it, one can use a diagnostic-prognostic model.
One must assume that the mean (atmospheric, open-sea boundary ~ .. ) forcings

are known for the period (a month, a season ••• ) under consideration. Then,
from a given initial state, the model can predict the evolution of the marine
system, under these steady forcings, until a "steady" state, - within the pre
cision pertinent to the experimental data and the objectives of the model -,
is reached when the system is in equilibrium with its forcings.

Obviously, if one could, fromout-of-phaseobservations during the studied
period and historical data for the same period of the year but from different
years, guess correctly what the state of the system actually was during that
period, one would have the solution of the modells equations which correspond
to the associated mean steady forcing.

Because, this is not the case, the model does not accept the constructed
initial state as the appropriate permanent solution and forecasts the evolution
of the system towards a different, better adapted, configuration. If the ini
tial conditions are not far from reality, the adjustment can be achieved by
only a limited number of iterations~

The result of the simulation however is not truly a forecast =,scattered
results from a given month and climatological data for the same month are used
to predict the typical "mean" state of the marine system for that month.

This type of simulation is related to what people call "nowcasting" and
also "data assimilation". It will be referred to here as "mathematiaal,

visuaZization ".

APPLICATION OF k-c MODELS TO THE DETERMINATION OF THE GENERAL CIRCULATION
To model the general circulation, it is 'tempting to consider long time

averages (several weeks) and, identifying the highlighted macroscale flow with
the "mean flow" of k-c models, treat all smaller scale motions as "fluctua
tions".

It is doubtful, however, that the parameterization schemes of classical
k-c mo~els can be applied to sub-window scale fluctuations which now include
mesoscale processes such as tides and wind-induced currents.

These processes - everi if they often appear suitably chaotic thanks to wind
variations and long waves' multiple relections and non-linear interactions 
have incommensurable horizontal and vertical characteristics with several

orders of magnitude differences in length scales and energy.
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The k-E elosure is based on arguments inspired by three-dimensional isotro
pie turbulence and their extension to highly anisotropie mesoscale fluetuations
would be foolhardy.. . .

Mesoseale processes are characterized by energetie horizontal motions and
large horizontal length scales and, by the continuity equation, weak vertical
motions and vertieal length seales not exeeeding the depth. Small seale tur
bulenee has comparable length scales and velocity scales in the horizontal and
in the vertical •

. If. Ll and Ul denote typieal horizontal length and velacity scales far
mesoscale motions in a shelf sea, the associated vertieal veloeity seales for
mesoscale and turbulent flows are given respectively by (e.g. Nihoul 1975,
1977a,b, 1982 ; Nihoul et al 1989)

(mesoscale)

(where H is the depth)
U. ,.., Dtu1 . (turbulent)

(where D is the drag coefficient). Taking H ,.., 50 m, L 1 ,.., 105 m, D ,.., 3 10-~ , one
finds

Thus~ the vertical mesoscale advection is small and the vertical mlxlng
assoeiated .with its variability may be neglected as eompared with typical tur-

~ bulent vertieal mixing. The mesoseale fluxes reduce to their horizontal eom
ponents.

To assess the importanee of these fluxes, it is instrueting to eonsider two
asymptotic cases :
(i) a well-mixed shelf sea'like the North Sea inthe winter where tides are

dominant - imposing recurrent structures on the mesoscale flow fields 
together with intense storm surges and where mesoscale velocities can
be one or two orders of magnitude larger than residual velocities ;

(ii) ·a stratified shelf sea like the Northern Bering Sea in the summer where
tidal motions are relatively small, wind~induced currents comparatively
versatile and where mesoseale velocities are comparable with typical
macrascale current speeds.
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In the following, the subscript "0'1 denotes the general circulation while
the subscript "1" refers to superimposed mesoscale motions.

In the first case, assuming U1 '\, 1 ms-1, uo '\, 10- 1 ms":1 and taking into
account that the relative coherence imposed by the dominant tides maintains
the average (U1U1)0 a substantial fraction of U1Ul, one can write conser
vative estimates of V· (uouo), V· (UIU1)0 , 2 g A Uo as

v . (uouo) '" 10-7

V . (Ul udo '" 10-5

2D 1\ Uo '" 10-5

~ The mesoscale Reynolds stress is thus an essential forcing of the general
circulation (as important as the Coriolis effect) and it must be taken into
account as accurately as possible.

In the second case, assuming U1 '\, uo '\, 3 10- 1ms-1 and allowing for one
order of magnitude difference between u1u1 and (U1Ul)0 in the absence of
dominant cohesive tidal motions, one finds

v. (uouo) '" 10-6

V . (Ul udo '" 10-7

2D 1\ Uo '" 3 10-5

The mesoscale flux of momentum is thus a relatively small effect and one
may argue that it can be parameterized as simple horizontal diffusion. This
effect may then be combined with the horizontal sub-grid scale diffusion
associated with the horizontal resolution of the numerical grid (Nihoul et.al

1989) •

Asimilar approximation may presumably be made for the mesoscale fluxes of
buoyancy and turbulent kinetic energy (the comparison is made here between
mesoscale diffusion and advection by the general circulation).

To understand the implications of this approximation, it is illuminating
to discuss briefly the role of the mesoscale Reynolds stresses in shallow shelf
seas satisfying the conditions of case 1. In this case, the mesoscale
Reynolds stress tensor is an essential forcing and should be calculated expli

citly.
The same would be true, of course, of the corresponding fluxes of buoyancy

and turbulent kinetic energy.
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Fortunately, the turbulence generated by the intense mesoscale currents
destroys the stratification. Then much simpler models (20, 20 + 10, ••• )
may be used, leaving aside completely buoyancy and turbulent kinetic energy
(e~g. Nihoul and Ojenidi 1987).

On the other hand, the predominance of the energetic mesoscale motions
allows tt1eir prior determination, independently of the v,eak residual component.
The preliminary forecasts of a few typical mesoscale situations and the colla
tion of the modells results with all available observations provide the
necessary data base to compute explicitly, with a sufficient degree of accu
racy, the mesoscale Reynolds stress tensor and apply it, as a given forcing,
in the equations for the general circulation (Djenidi 1987 ; Nihoul and
Djenidi 1987).

In many cases, this additional forcing is found responsible for the appea
rance, in the general circulation flow pattern~ of local secondary flows
having the form of gyres, marked by closed stream-lines. These gyres, al-'
though disrupted a~d moved along by tidal currents, contribute nevertheless
to increase the residence time cf water masses in the area and may signifi
cantly affect the transfer of marine contaminants (e.g. Nihoul 1982).

This situation is particularly well illustrated by the results of a simula
tion of the general circulation and lang-term transports of pollutants on the
Northwestern European Continental Shelf (Djenidi 1987) (fig~ 1).

The boundary conditions impose that, at the air-sea interface, the mean
turbulent fluxes of momentum, buoyancy, turbulent energy, ••• - allowing for
surface saurces and sinks - must be continuous.

Because turbulent fluxes are non-linear functions of state variables' dif
ferences between air and water (e~g. Nihoul 1975), the mean fluxes cannot be
related to mean values of atmospheric and marine quantities. The main con
tributi,an is the macrosc.ale average of products cf mesoscale fluctuations
and this must be evaluated separately from statistics of wind fields, air
temperatures and humidities, cloud covers, rainfalls, sea surface tempera
tures ••• over the mesoscale range. The part directly played by macroscale
processes is comparatively negligible.

Thus, at the level of the general circulation, air-sea exchanges act as
predetermined boundary constraints, independent cf the computed macroscale
state of the sea.
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Fig. I. Streamlines of the depth-integrated circulation (graduated in I03m3s-1)
on the Northwestern European Continental Shelf with mesoscale Reynolds stress
forcing and real wind forcing (typic&1 summer situa.tion).

Another mesoscale effect which is related to air-sea interactions is the
contribution of mesoscale transfers of momentum to the production of turbulent
kinetic energy 'in the upper layer of the sea.

In the case of well-mixed shelf seas where simple (depth-integrated) models
can be used and the turbulent kinetic energy equation may be dispensed with,
the parameterization of the mesoscale energy production rate is not needed but
it may play an important role in stratified systems requiring fully three
dimensional models.
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An explicit preliminary calculation of this contribution - as for the meso
scale Reynolds stresses in well-mixed tidal seas - does not seem possible in
this case but numerous process models of the oceans' mixed layer are"available,
providing valuable information on the magnitude and depth penetration of tran
sient wind mixing.

As shown by Kitaigorodskii (1979), energy production is maximum in the sub
surface layer and decreases rapidly with depth. The total rate of production
(integrated over depth) is of the order ofßt~/2 where t w is the wind
stress (per unit mass of sea water) and S ~ 10.

THE GHER 3D GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL

The three-dimensional model developed at the GeoHydrodynamics and Environ
ment ~esearch Laboratory (GHER) of the University of Liege has been described
in various earlier publications (e.g. Nihoul et al 1989).

In the version of the model appropriate to the study of the general circu
lation in shelf seas, the state variables are the three components of the velo
city vector u, the pressure (or q =p/p + gX3), the buoyancy a and the tur
bulent kinetic energy k.

The mesoscale horizontal Reynolds stresses and fluxes of buoyancy and energy
are taken into account in global horizontal diffusion terms which also include
sub-grid scale diffusion and the small contribution of small scale turbulence.
The horizontal diffusivities are assumed constant (but their values may be
functions of the size of the mesh).

Vertical turbulent fluxes are assumed proportional to the vertical gradients
of the mean fields' characteristics and the diffusivity coefficients are rela
t~dto the mixing length 1m and the turbulent kinetic energy. The mixing
length is a function of depth and of the flux Richardson number.

The mesoscale energy production rate is written

(1)

where ß is also a function of the depth and the flux Richardson number.
The boundary conditions are calculated from statistics of wind fields, air

temperatures and humidities, cloud covers, rainfalls, sea surface temperatu
res ••• over the mesoscale range (The part directly played by macroscale pro
cesses is comparatively negligible). The basic equations may be written as
follows
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(3 )

(4 )

(5)

(6)

(7)
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where f is twice the vertical component of the Earth's rQtation vector.
~ is the horizontal (mesoscale + turbulent) viscosity. v the verti

cal turbulent viscosity. ~a and ~k respectively the horizontal (meso
cale + tukbulent) diffusivities of buoyancy and turbulent kinetic energy.
~a and ~ • respectively the vertical turbulent diffusivities of buoy

ancy and energy and where

1c . _ 8u 8u -Cl 8a
Q =v-.-+7r-V --c

8X3 8X3 8 X3

(with u'given by Equation 1).
c is the turbulent dissipation rate.

82 82

t:i.=8 2 +8 2
Xl X 2

It is assumed that

(8)

(9)

~ = 0.5 ~1/4 1 kl/2

m

• (10) (11)

(12) (13)

(14 )

(15)
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where a, aa, ak and ~k are taken as constants of order 1 and ~a is
a function of the flux Richardson number.

• iiA \8a \
R - ox;

J - 2

ii\\~11 +1r

(16)

•

The model is closed by providing suitable empirical express ions for
i m(X3,R

f
), ß(X3,Rf ) and ~a(X3,Rf)' using (historicalor specific) data

and theoretical results and taking into account the requirements of the
numerical scheme (e.g. Nihoul 1977b, Nihoul and Djenidi 1987, Deleersnijder
and Nihoul 1988, Nihoul et al 1989).

MATHEMATICAL VISUALIZATION OF THE NORTHERN BERING SEAlS GENERAL CIRCULATION

The Northern Bering Sea is a relatively shallow basin limited by the Bering
Strait to the north and St Lawrence Island to the south. The flow passing
through the Bering Strait, from the Pacific Ocean to the Arctic Ocean, pene
trates the Northern Bering Sea through the Strait of Anadyr, to the west of
St Lawrence Island, and by the Strait of Shpanberg, to the east. More than
60% of the mean northward transport of water through the Bering Strait is
derived from the "Anadyr Stream", a subsidiary of the Bering Slope Current
which flows around the coasts of the Gulf of Anadyr, following the 60-70
isobaths, to the Anadyr Strait.
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An extensive survey of the Northern Bering Sea was carried on for five
years in the scope of the NSF ISHTAR Program. The observations were concen
trated in the summer months with the objective of determining the main physi
cal, chemical and biological characteristics of the system in typical summer
situations.

The data were exploited, - together with historical and climatic data
(e.g. Coachman et al 1975) -, in simulation exercices, using the GHER 3D
Model, aimed at the mathematical visualization of the general circulation in
the 'Northern Bering Sea in the summer.

Figure 2 shows the total transport. One can see the essential contribution
of the "Anadyr Stream" flowing in through the Anadyr Strait and deploying in
the Northern Bering Sea in agreement with the observations.

Another, extremely interesting, product of the model is the determination
of vertical velocities. Horizontal fields of the vertical velocity at diffe
rent depths show marked upwellings and downwellings reflected in the horizon-
tal and vertical buoyancy distributions. ' "

Figure 3 represents, above, the buoyancy field at 5 m depth. Regions of
upwelling (along the Siberian coast and the east coast of St Lawrence Island)
are indicated by large negative values at the surface. Vertical advection
and mixing in the Anadyr Strait are illustrated by the cross section distri
butions of buoyancy, below.

Horizontal distributions of buoyancy display non-negligible horizontal
gradients and suggest the co-existence of different water masses. Schema
tically, one can discern three regions : the Anadyr stream drawing along
the nutrient-rich upwelled water of the Anadyr Strait into the Northern Bering
and Chukchi seas, the Alaskan coastal waters filling the shallow eastern part
and presumably overflowing the Anadyr Stream in the central region, an analo
gous riverine-influenced water mass off the Soviet coast denoted Siberian
coastal water.

The separations between water masses ~ave more or less pronounced frontal
characteristics. The eastern front is the seat of occasional baroclinic insta·
bilities giving rise to strong secondary flows in the form of eastwards propa-

,gating interleaving layers (Nihoul 1986). These layers which have typically
a width of 10 km, in the earlY,stages of development, widen progressively as
they flow eastwards, spreading the nutrient rich water over the Northern
Bering Sea.
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Fig. 2. General summer circulation in the Northern Bering Sea (1.8 Sv through
Bering Strait). Total transport calculated by the 3D model (m2/s). One can
see the essential contribution of the "Anadyr Stream" flowing in through the
Anadyr Strait (West of St Lawrence Island) and deploying in the Northern
Bering Sea.
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Fig. 3. Buoyancy field at 5 m depth in the Northern Bering Sea (above).
Distribution of buoyancy in two sections across the Anadyr Strait.



Fig. 4. Cartoon of the ecohydrodynamics of the Bering Sea.
l The figures in the circles are the total (ammonium, urea and nitrate)
integrated nitrogen uptake rates (mg- at N m- 2 hr- I

) during the summer
1987 ] •
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Tne formation of such layers can be explained by a baroclinic instability
of the cold plume's frontal edge. Using the numerical results of the 3D Model,

, '.,'
the stability analysis give the characteristics of the incipient layers in
good agreement with the observations (Nihoul 1986).

It is illimunating tci interpret the frontal system of the Northern Bering
Sea in terms of ergocline ecohydrodynamics. The growth rate of the frontal
instabilities may be estimated by the model as being of the order of 10- 1f
i.e. 10- 5 s-l. The characteristic time one may thus associate with the
development of the extruding layers is of the order of 105~ and comparable
with typical time scales of phytoplankton growth, while horizontal transport
and diffusion have ~uch larger time scales. The tuning between the plankton
dynamics and tne secondary flow constituted by the nutrient rich extruding
layers may explain the high productivity associated with the eastern front
(Walsh et al 1989) as shown in the cartoon presented in figure 4.

The few examples presented in this paper show how mathematical visualiza
tion may help to organize incomplete date to provide a focused view of the
general circulation and the associated ecohydrodynamics of shelf seas.
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